The Lebanese Presidency
Second class citizen.
A Crisis within a crisis
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2022: to be or not to be?
Why we should bet on the upcoming elections.

Lebanon’s crippling issues have been catastrophically
augmented within the past two years. During which,
negative news has found its way into our conversations and daily lives, yet we have failed to delve into
serious discussions surrounding tangible solutions.
People have come to believe that a sustainable
solution is unimaginable. They say Lebanon’s issues
are far too convoluted for the average citizen to be able
to do anything. Still, even though it might seem that all
hope is lost and the masses have been stripped of all
power of change, the truth cannot be farther away
from that. The Lebanese population isn’t toothlessly
immobile in the outcome of their future. Rather, it is the
people that decides the country’s own fate, and it all
starts
with
the
2022
elections.

“Monsters exist, but they are far too few in number
to be truly dangerous; the most dangerous monsters are ordinary [men and women] ready to
believe and obey without asking questions.” ~
Primo Levi, The Truce

Regardless of the current geopolitical and local rigidities, Lebanon is still an active democracy and the will of the people still rules.
Do not let others have you think that the ‘large-nations’ of the world decide the outcome of our elections. These big countries
WMQTP]XV]XS[SVO[MXLXLIIPIGXIHSƾGMEPXLEXFIWXEPMKRW[MXLXLIMVS[REQFMXMSRWFYXXLIFYVHIRSJIPIGXMRKXLIWISƾGMEPWVIWXW
WSPIP]SRGMXM^IRWƅWLSYPHIVW;MXLXLIGSYRXV]GSPPETWMRKSYVGYVVIRXGPEWWSJVYPMRK[EVPSVHWEVIWXMPPƼKLXMRKJSVETMIGISJER
ever-dwindling pie, with little-to-no regard for the general population. Nonetheless, it is not our current generation of politicians that
carry the responsibility of the country’s demise, but rather us citizens that have been subdued by forces of mass psychosis.

“Just as the technological advances of
XLIQSHIVR[SVPHLEZIVIƼRIHERH
perfected the weapons of physical
warfare, so the advance in man’s understanding of the manipulation
of public opinion have enabled him to
VIƼRIERHTIVJIGXXLI[IETSRWSJ
psychological warfare. ...[and] totalitarian
psychological warfare...is an effort to
propagandize and hypnotize the world
into submission.” ~Dr. Joost Meerloo,
Rape of the Mind

We have allowed power-hungry men to spread fear into the Lebanese
community that has blinded us from their misdeeds and kept them in
TS[IV7TIGMƼGEPP]MXMWXLIJIEVSJSXLIVVIPMKMSRWXLEXLEWL]TRSXM^IH
us
into
voting
for
our
own
demise.
In spite of this, and despite the dreadful socio-economic situation that
[IƼRHSYVWIPZIWMR[ILEZIERSTTSVXYRMX]MRXSVIWLETISYV
world. By going to the polls and voting in masses in 2022, we would
not only be making a statement of intent for the next 4 years, but
actually changing the entire Lebanese political landscape for our
children and grandchildren. If we choose to turn up to the poll stations
in massive numbers and elect representatives that have the entire
country’s best interests at heart, we could set a merit-based accountability process that pressures all law-makers and enforcers to act
within the realms of transparency and justice. This can be achieved by
making it clear that in 2022, elections are won through honest work.

To further elaborate, in past elections we had made it clear that we would only vote for politicians that best represent and protect
SYVWIGXSZIVSXLIVW7YFWIUYIRXP]TSPMXMGMERWƅ[SVOLEWFIIRTVMQEVMP]JSGYWIHSRETTIEVMRKXSƼKLXJSVXLIMVS[RWIGXWIZIR
when that means that everyone else loses out. The political game is being perceived as a zero-sum game where the only time
one sect can appear victorious is if the other loses. This has led to the establishment of a jungle-like political arena of sabotage
and manipulation, where progress is of no concern to anyone. Instead it should be clear in 2022 that being elected is earned
through authentic reforms. Then, we need not fret to have elected the ‘right’ person for the job, as the entire system would start
rooting
out
corruption
on
its
own.

In 2018, voter turnout was 48% of the eligible population1. Meaning
that 3 years ago, more than half of voters didn’t bother practicing
their democratic rights. While this might seem despairing, the
numbers actually tell a story of optimism and hope. The low
turnout in 2018 highlights the people’s lack of support for the
current political parties. After the 2019 revolution and the general
social consensus shifting from indifference to political rage, the
turnout of these missing 52% - along with the portion of the 48%
that want to vote for change as well – means that the 2022
elections hold tremendous potential to completely turn the political
tables over. But here’s the catch, we NEED to vote. We cannot
afford to have a repeat of 2018 with low turnout rates. We have a
majestic opportunity to truly change our miserable conditions. We
have the opportunity to reach prosperity, free healthcare, and
increased employment rates. In 2022 we can make sure our young
LSTIJYPWHSRSXLEZIXSƽIIXLIGSYRXV]MRWIEVGLJSVEPMZMRK[I
can make sure that no negligent acts, such as the Port of Beirut
Explosion, ever happen again. Yet again, I have to reiterate the
sheer importance of voting come 2022 as there is no way to underQMRIMXWWMKRMƼGERGI+SXIPP]SYVTEVIRXWXSZSXI]SYVGLMPHLSSH
friend and the cousin you only see at Christmas. Start using
Instagram to raise awareness and Twitter to voice your optimism.
Engage in discussions around the 2022 elections with your household members, acquaintances, or even on Clubhouse.
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In a time where most of the population cannot afford to think of
anything other than survival, the 2022 elections will determine the
survival of all those living within the Lebanese borders. Nonetheless, make no mistake that politicians will try to abuse the people’s
desperation
to
cement
their
positions.

“In [totalitarianism] shortages of material
goods, even of necessities, were not a
drawback but a great advantage for the
rulers. These shortages were not accidental to the terror, but one of its most powerful instruments. Not only did shortages
keep people’s minds strictly on bread and
sausage, and divert their energies to
procuring them so that there was no
time or inclination left over for subversion, but the shortages meant that
people could be brought to inform, spy
and betray each other very cheaply. . .” ~
Theodore Dalrymple, The Wilder Shores
of Marx: Journeys in a Vanishing World

Politicians will undoubtedly use monetary bribes to
secure votes. In fact, all of Al Hizb, Amal, The Lebanese
Forces, and The Free Patriotic Movement have already
started sending food supplies to their supporters. Money
acquired from decades of theft that are only ever used to
FIRIƼXXLITSTYPEXMSRTVMSVXSIPIGXMSRW;LEX[EWMRXLI
past achieved through promises of governmental jobs or
debt relief is now attained through small portions of
foodstuffs. Even our bribery standards have dropped!
Lebanese citizens and future voters, if we are to ever
XVYP] ƼKLX GSVVYTXMSR FEHJEMXL TSPMXMGEP HIEPMRKW
payoffs, and deception, we have to start holding
IPIGXIHSƾGMEPWEGGSYRXEFPIJSVEPPXLIMVVMKLXW
and wrongs. Following this trail of thought, the
SYXGSQI SJ XLI YTGSQMRK IPIGXMSRW [MPP GSRƼVQ
whether there truly was a turning point in the Lebanese mentality and a subsequent renewed hope for
the future, or whether our shortsightedness has once
again doomed us to a dark pit of deserved suffering. Just like
the
Cedar
in
the
midst
of
winter, we might be breathing at a lower rate, but we are not dead yet. In 2022 we
have the opportunity to stand under the sunlight once more, but we must not let this
chance
slip
away.
For
2026,
might
be
too
late.

LEBANESE
WOMEN: Second-Class
:KDWLVDZRPHQ·VUROH"

Citizens

7SQIFIPMIZIXLEXE[SQERƅWVSPIWLSYPHFIPMQMXIHXSXLITVMZEXI
WTLIVIƁWLIMWXSWXE]EXLSQIMRSVHIVXSWIVZILIVLYWFERHERH
GLMPHVIR-RXLMWVIWTIGXLIVVSPIHSIWRSXI\XIRHFI]SRHXLI
WGSTISJLIVOMXGLIRHSSV&YXMWMXIZIRVMKLXXSHIƼRIE[SQERƅW
VSPI#(SIWER]SRILEZIXLIVMKLXXSHMGXEXI[LSWLIMWSV[LSWLI
[ERXWXSFI#%PXLSYKLMXQE]WIIQSXLIV[MWIXLITVSFPIQHSIW
RSXWSPIP]PMIMRHIƼRMRKXLIVSPISJE[SQEREWWLIMWTVIWIRXMR
IZIV]WMRKPIEWTIGXSJSYVPMZIWƁWLISGGYTMIWXLIVSPISJXLI
QSXLIVXLI[MJIXLIIHYGEXSVXLI[SVOIVXLIRYVWI*SVXLEXWLI
EPPIKSVM^IWXLIFYMPHMRKFPSGOSJWSGMIX]EW[IORS[MX6IKEVHPIWW
SJXLIPEXXIVWXEXIQIRXWSGMIX]WXMPPLEWXLIEYHEGMX]XSHIƼRIERH
PMQMXLIVVSPIXS[LEXMXHIIQWETTVSTVMEXI-RGSRXVEWXHS[IIZIV
EWO[LEXEQERƅWVSPIMW#

Although we live in the twenty
ƼVWXGIRXYV]EGLMIZMRKIUYEPMX]
FIX[IIR QIR ERH [SQIR MW
WXMPPEPSRK[E]ELIEH;LMPIXLI
PEXXIVLEWRSX]IXFIIREGLMIZIH
MRQSWXTEVXWSJXLI[SVPHSRI
GERRSX SZIVPSSO XLI MRLIVIRX
WI\MWQ XLEX MW TEVXMGYPEVP]
GLEVEGXIVMWXMG SJ XLI 1MHHPI
)EWXƁEREVIEXLEXLEWEPQSWX
JSVKSXXIR[LEXXLI[SVHƈIUYEPM
X]Ɖ XVYP] IRXEMPW 0IFERSR MW RS
I\GITXMSR -R JEGX 0IFERIWI
[SQIRWXVYKKPIXSEGLMIZIWEMH
IUYEPMX] SR E HEMP] FEWMW EW
XLI] GSRXMRYI XS FI ZMGXMQM^IH
MREWSGMIX]XLEXGVMXMGM^IWXLIMV
IZIV] QSZI ;MXL XLEX WEMH
[LEX EVI XLI MWWYIW [SQIR
GSRXMRYI XS JEGI# %VI XLI]
FIMRKLIPHLSWXEKIMRXLIREQI
SJ
PE[
ERH
VIPMKMSR#

+HU%DWWOHV
7SQIQMKLXGSRWMHIVXLI[SVHƈFEXXPIƉERI\EKKIVEXMSR&YXXLIXVYXLMWXLEXXLI%VEF
[SQER MW E WSPHMIV [LS LEW VIQEMRIH VIWMPMIRX MR XLI JEGI SJ EPP XLI LEVHWLMTW WLI
JEGIW-RERGMIRXXMQIWXLI[SVHƈGMXM^IRƉMRXLIPE[[EWSRP]YWIHXSVIJIVXSQEPIW-R
SXLIV [SVHW [SQIR [IVI RSX IZIR VIGSKRM^IH MR XLI PE[ ERH XLIVIJSVI RSXLMRK
IRWYVIHXLIMVTVSXIGXMSR-XMWSRP]EJXIVWIZIVEPFEXXPIW[IVIGSYVEKISYWP]JSYKLXF]
JIQMRMWXW XLEX [SQIR ƼREPP] FIGEQI GMXM^IRW %PXLSYKL XLI PEXXIV QE] WIIQ EW
IRSYKLVIEWSRXSVINSMGI[SQIRVIQEMRGMXM^IRWSJWIGSRHGPEWWMRXLI%VEF[SVPHEW
XLIPE[HSIWRSXKVERXXLIQXLIWEQIVMKLXWEWQIR-REHHMXMSRWSGMIX]LEWMQTSWIH
WIZIVEPVIWXVMGXMSRWSR[SQIRSRXLITVIQMWISJTVSXIGXMRKXLIQJVSQLEVQ7SGMIX]
HIIQWMXWLEQIJYPJSV[SQIRXS[EPOEPSRIMRXLIWXVIIXWIWTIGMEPP]EXRMKLXERHXLEX
they
WLSYPH EZSMH [IEVMRK VIZIEPMRK GPSXLIW WS XLEX XLI] [SYPH RSX FI
PE
FIPPIH EW PSSWI [SQIR ER SGGYVVIRGI EPWS TVIZEPIRX MR XLI
[ S V O T P E G I 
ƈ-RHIGIRXƉGPSXLMRKMWSJXIRIRSYKLNYWXMƼGEXMSR
JSV
WI\YEP
LEVEWWQIRX EW WSGMIX] [SYPH PIKMXMQM^I XLI
PEXXIV
F]
WE]MRKWLIWIHYGIHLMQ[MXLXLI[E]WLI[EW
HVIWWIHWLI[EWEWOMRKJSVMXƉ7SGMIX]LEWEPWS
HIGMHIHXLEX[SQIREVIRSXEPPS[IHXSSTTSWIXLIMV
JEXLIVW SV LYWFERHW 7LSYPH XLI] HS WS XLIWI QIR
LEZI
XLI
VMKLX
XS
EFYWI
XLIQ

7KHSDWULDUFKDOSROLWLFDOGLVFRXUVH
8LIUYIWXMSRXLEXEP[E]WEVMWIWMW[L]EVI[SQIREFWIRXJVSQ0IFERIWITSPMXMGW#
4EVXSJXLIERW[IVƼRHWMXWIPJMRXLITEXVMEVGLEPQIRXEPMX]SJQSWXTSPMXMGMERW8LIXVEHMXMSREPZMI[SJ[SQIR
EWMRJIVMSVERHXLIPEGOSJETTVIGMEXMSRSJXLIMVVSPIMRTSPMXMGWERHXLITYFPMGWTLIVILEZIGSRXVMFYXIHXS
[SQIRƅWQEVKMREPM^EXMSRJVSQTSPMXMGW-RJEGXMR0IFERSRVEROIHXLGSYRXV]MRXIVQWSJ[SQIR W
TEVXMGMTEXMSRMRTSPMXMGW[LMGLTPEGIW0IFERSREQSRKXLIPS[IWXMRXLI[SVPH8LITEXVMEVGLEPQIRXEPMX]SJ
QEPITSPMXMGMERWQIRXMSRIHMRXLIFIKMRRMRKSJXLITEVEKVETLMWXSFPEQI8LIPEXXIVMWETTEVIRX[LIRWEMH
TSPMXMGMERWWTIEOSJ[SQIRMREHIVSKEXSV][E]EWXLI]GSRXMRYSYWP]EHHVIWWXLIQ[MXLLEXVIHERHEKKVIW
WMSR-XMWEPWSSFZMSYW[LIRXLI]HSRSXGSRWMHIVXLIQEW[SVXL]TSPMXMGEPEPPMIWSVSTTSRIRXW%KSSH
I\EQTPISJWYGLFILEZMSVMW[LIRXLIPIEHIVSJXLI%VEF9RMXEVMER4EVX];MEQ;ELLEFGEPPIH:IVE
=EQQMRIEQIQFIVSJXLI4SPMXMGEP&YVIEYSJXLI1EVEHE1SZIQIRXYKP]ERHWEMHXLEXWLILEWFEH
FVIEXL%RSXLIVI\EQTPIMW[LIRXLI1MRMWXIVSJ-RXIVMSV1SLEQQIH*ELQM[LSLEWEP[E]WIQTLEWM^IH
LMWFMEWEKEMRWX[SQIRWEMHXLEXRS[SQER[MPPFIEFPIXSWYGGIWWJYPP]FIGSQIXLI1MRMWXIVSJ-RXIVMSV
FIGEYWI[SQIRGERRSXHIEP[MXLHVYKXVEƾGOIVWQYVHIVIVWERHSXLIVGVMQMREPW7SQIEVIWLEQIPIWWP]
SJJIRWMZIXS[SQIRMRXLIMVWTIIGLIWXSXLITYFPMGERI\EQTPISJ[LSQ[SYPHFI14;EPMH%P&EEVMRM[LIR
LIIQTLEWM^IHFIJSVILMWJSPPS[IVWMR%OOEVXLEXMXMWXLIQIRXLEXVYPIXLI[SQIRERHRSXXLISXLIV[E]
EVSYRH3XLIVLMKLTVSƼPIQIRPMOINSYVREPMWX1EVGIP+LERIQLEZIQSGOIH-RXIVREXMSREP;SQIR W(E]-R
LII\TVIWWIHLMWHMWGSRXIRX[MXLWSQITSPMXMGMERWEWXLI][VSXIGSRKVEXYPEXSV]QIWWEKIWSRXLEXHE]
ERH[IRXSRXSXIPP[SQIRXSVIXYVRXSXLIMVVMKLXJYPTPEGIMRXLIOMXGLIR2SXXSQIRXMSRXLIRYQFIVSJ
JIQEPIFVSEHGEWXIVWERHGSVVIWTSRHIRXWXLEXEVIGSRWXERXP]WYFNIGXIHXSLEVEWWQIRXERHMRWYPXW
2IZIVXLIPIWWXLMWQEGLSMWXMGFILEZMSVHSIWRSXWXSTEXZIVFEPEFYWI1IREPWSQEHIWYVIXSTPEGI0IFE
RIWI[SQIRYRHIVXLIMVEYXLSVMX]MRXLIPE[

3HUVRQDO6WDWXVODZV

'LVREHGLHQFH

*XDUGLDQVKLS

'LYRUFH

&XVWRG\

%GGSVHMRKXSE,YQER6MKLXW;EXGL
VITSVX [SQIRƅW VMKLXW EVI VIWXVMGXIH ERH
PMQMXIH WLSYPH XLI] [MWL XS IRH XLIMV
QEVVMEKI8LISVKERM^EXMSREPWSGSRƼVQIH
XLEXEXSXEPSJX[SLYRHVIHERHJSVX]XLVII
NYHMGMEP HIGMWMSRW MR HMZSVGI GEWIW [IVI
XEOIRSRXLIFEWMWSJW]WXIQEXMGHMWGVMQMRE
XMSR EKEMRWX [SQIR 7YRRM 7LMMXI ERH
(VY^IPE[WKVERXQIRXLIEFWSPYXIVMKLXXS
HMZSVGIXLIMV[MZIW%WJSV[SQIRXLI]QE]
SFXEMR XLMW VMKLX MJ MX MW WXMTYPEXIH MR XLI
QEVVMEKIGSRXVEGXJSVI\EQTPI[LMGLMWE
VEVISGGYVVIRGIXLEXMWX]TMGEPP]VINIGXIHF]
WSGMIX]7YRRM GSYVXW SJXIR FPEQI [SQIR
JSVXLIMVJEMPIHQEVVMEKIWIZIRMJXLIPEXXIV
QEREKIXSTVSZIXLEXXLIMVLYWFERHW[IVI
EFYWMZI ;LIR MX GSQIW XS XLI 'LVMWXMER
WIGXW HSQIWXMG ZMSPIRGI MW RSX E KSSH
IRSYKLVIEWSRXSMQQIHMEXIP]XIVQMREXIE
QEVVMEKI % 'LVMWXMER LYWFERH GER EPWS
GLERKILMWVIPMKMSRERHGSRZIVXXS-WPEQƁ
EWTSP]KEQ]MWPIKEPJSV7YRRMWERH7LMMXIW
ƁERHXLIRVIQEVV][MXLSYXXIVQMREXMRKLMW
TVIZMSYWQEVVMEKI,S[IZIV[SQIRHSRSX
LEZI XLEX STXMSR MJ XLI] [MWL XS VIQEVV]
-XMW[SVXLRSXMRKXLEXWSQI[SQIRGLSSWI
XSKMZIYTXLIMVIGSRSQMGVMKLXWMRSVHIVXS
KIX
SYX
SJ
E
FEH
QEVVMEKI

0IFERSRVEROWXLEQSRKGSYRXVMIWSRXLI+IRHIV-RIUYEPMX]-RHI\ +-- 8SHE]MXMWRS
PSRKIVEGGITXEFPIXSEWO[L]0IFERIWI[SQIREVIERKV]7MQMPEVP]MXMWRSPSRKIVETTVSTVMEXIXS
FIPMIZIXLEXQIREVIQIERXXSFIMRTSPMXMGWERH[SQIREVIQIERXXSWXE]EXLSQIRSVMWMX
TIVQMXXEFPIXSYWIEVKYQIRXWXLEXWIVZIQIRƅWMRXIVIWXWSVXSNYWXMJ]ER]OMRHSJZMSPIRGIWYGLEW
GVMQIWSJLSRSVERHYRHIVEKIQEVVMEKI-RWXIEHMXMWXMQIXSTYXERIRHXSXLITEXVMEVGL]ERH
TEWWPE[WXLEX[SYPHTVSXIGX0IFERIWI[SQIRERHKVERXXLIQEPPXLIVMKLXWXLEXXLI]HIWIVZIEW
GMXM^IRW

The Labor Economics of Refugees
and Foreign Workers in Lebanon
Economists give little attention to the economics of wartime
and migration; they often overlook the fact that refugees and
migrant workers are consumers, producers, buyers, sellers,
borrowers, lenders and entrepreneurs; in other words, they are
a complete additional workforce and not just a humanitarian
d
i
l
e
m
m
a
.
First, it is important to note that the impact of refugees is different from that of migrants in terms of timing of arrival and of
ƽS[GSQTSWMXMSR;LMPIQMKVERXWEVVMZIEXEWPS[IVTEGISFI]
to market and administrative selection criteria and have the
time to integrate into the host society, refugees’ arrivals are
much more important in numbers, they happen over shorter
periods of time and they are generally perceived and treated as
being
transitory.

An Addiction to Indentured Labor
%GGSVHMRK XS XLI ,YQER 6MKLXW ;EXGL ,6;  ER IWXMQEXIH
250,000 migrant domestic workers, mainly from African and
Southeast Asian countries, work in Lebanon. For decades,
Lebanon has relied on them to clean houses, operate gas
pumps, and stock supermarket shelves. The largest sector for
migrant labor is live-in domestic work, which accounted for 80
percent of migrant labor permits issued last year, according to
statistics obtained from the Ministry of Labor. The Kafala
system has been shaken by the crisis with new migrant worker
arrivals dropped by 75 percent from 2019 to 2020, according to
the Ministry of Labor. Foreign workers are now less inclined to
gamble on Lebanon with an undeserving salary.
The currency crash has exacerbated their already low salaries
and forced them to pack their bags and leave. This has greatly
changed the scenario inside Lebanese households: what was
an absolute necessity, became very much dispensable
overnight. It has become a chance for the Lebanese to take
these jobs and let go of the long-rooted stigma attached to it.
Now is the time to change this horrible mindset and pick up the
broom
and
get
to
work.

The refugees of boom and bust
There are over 470,000 Palestinian refugees in Lebanon
VIKMWXIVIH[MXLXLI926IPMIJERH;SVOW%KIRG] 926;% 
In addition, 29,000 Palestinian refugees from Syria have
FIIR JSVGIH XS ƽII XS 0IFERSR HYI XS XLI GSRƽMGX ERH
HITIRHSR926;%WYTTSVX1IER[LMPIXLIVIEVIEXPIEWX
1 million refugees registered with the UN High CommisWMSRIVJSV6IJYKIIW 92,'6 ERHVSYKLP]VIJYKIIW
from Iraq, Sudan, and other countries. According to a 2019
joint assessment conducted by UNHCR, the UN Children's
*YRH 92-')* ERHXLI;*4TIVGIRXSJ7]VMERVIJYKII
LSYWILSPHW PMZI FIPS[ XLI TSZIVX] PMRI Ƃ PIWW XLEX 
per day — and 55 percent live in extreme poverty.
;LMPI VIJYKIIW LEZI KVIEXP] MQTEGXIH XLI WSGMEP ERH
economic spectrum of Lebanon’s status quo, they are
certainly not responsible for Lebanon’s crisis. International
aid has been channeling towards many UN agencies while
the Lebanese government and political parties have a long
history of securing the spoils of international aid and
distributing it to their supporters, while withholding assistance from the poorest and most vulnerable.
However, the main impact can be seen on the costs of
lower trade and tourism in Lebanon, which are given high
ƼRERGMEPMQTSVXERGIXSXLI0IFERIWIIGSRSQ]8LIEVVMZEP
of Syrian refugees yields a positive impact on growth,
WPMKLXP]VIMRJSVGIHF]LYQERMXEVMEREMHƽS[W%RMRGVIEWI
SJEMHEPPSGEXIHXSMRZIWXQIRX[SYPHWMKRMƼGERXP]IRLERGI
the performance in terms of growth. Political obstacles
will remain as some fear that the Syrian stay eternally
given the history of the country and its multifaceted
political
equilibria.
8LIƽS[SJXLIVIJYKIIWLEWEREHZIVWIMQTEGXSRYRIQ
ployment and Lebanese labor income, especially for the
lowest segments of the Lebanese workforce. This
negative effect can be overcome only through investment
development. The massive arrival of Syrians has also an
impact on structural change in Lebanon. The two channels
EVIXLIWOMPPGSQTSWMXMSRSJXLI7]VMER[SVOJSVGI QEMRP]
YRWOMPPIHMRJSVQEP[SVOIVW ERHXLIHMJJIVIRXGSRWYQTXMSR
patterns of the displaced households. The competition
between local workers and refugees is highly dependable
on the issue of formality, the extent to which Syrians were
EPVIEH]MRXIKVEXIHMR0IFERIWIPEFSVQEVOIXW TEVXMGYPEVP]
[SVOIVWSRXLI7]VMER0IFERIWIFSVHIV ERHSRXLIMRXIVJIV
ence of foreign assistance. The income of refugees versus
the income of poor Lebanese, is a great disadvantage of
increased competition between the two, since the latter
EVI YREFPI XS FIRIƼX JVSQ JSVIMKR EMH

The only way forward
The main issues that Lebanon’s labor economy
MW JEGMRK EVI XLEX ƼVWX XLI PEFSV QEVOIX MW
segmented: labor demand is broken down in a
JSVQEP ERH ER MRJSVQEP FYRHPI WIGSRH ƼVQW
distinguish between skills and workers’ origin
PSGEPQMKVERXERHVIJYKII 8LMVH[EKIWHSRSX
clear
labor
markets.

To tackle this issue and turn these meltdowns into opportunities, the
private sector must intervene. According to the Center of Strategic &
International Studies, investing in displaced and vulnerable Lebanese
communities would stimulate job growth, create opportunities for
refugee and host communities alike, and inject new capital into the
Lebanese economy. Second, as the collapse of the Lebanese pound
renders many imported foods unaffordable, refugees could bolster
Lebanon’s domestic food production sector, helping combat food
insecurity. Third, the weakening exchange rate will encourage Lebanese
exports, and Syrians are well placed to boost the manufacturing sector.
The right governance and innovation tools may be a beacon of hope
and of opportunity to encourage greater private sector investment that
could boost economic growth and job creation during and after
Lebanon’s
dual
displacement
and
economic
crises.

-R SVHIV XS LEZI E [MR[MR GEWI MR TSMRX VIJYKIIW ERH QMKVERXW WLSYPH FI [IPP TPEGIH XS FSXL JYIP XLMW KVS[XL ERH FIRIƼX JVSQ MX

THE LEBANESE
PRESIDENCY:

A FACE FOR BILLBOARDS
OR A FACE OF DUTY?

Democratic systems vary across the globe with parliamentary systems holding the biggest share. In a parliamentary
system, the spotlight is mostly occupied by the legislative
branch (parliament), even the executives are entrusted by
Members of Parliament (MPs) leaving the president (if
there is one) with very minimal tasks and a more symbolic
role. This is why very few people are familiar with German
president Frank-Walter Steinmeier, as opposed to widely
popular Chancellor Merkel, and why there isn’t a president
in the United Kingdom and Canada for instance (the
1SREVGL
WIVZIW
EW
W]QFSPMG
ƼKYVI 
We know Lebanon is a system like no other, where democracy can rightfully be labeled an illusion and sectarian
clientelism operates across the board. However, controversy has recently circulated regarding the roles and powers
SJ XLI 4VIWMHIRX QSWX TVSQMRIRXP] MR XLI ƼKLX EKEMRWX
corruption, the protection of freedoms and so forth. In
terms of role, power and duties, is the Lebanese president
as useless as he portrays himself to be?

%PXLSYKL HMƾGYPX XS VIQIQFIV KMZIR MXW GSRXMRYSYW
dismissal, it is important to acknowledge that the
Lebanese Constitution lays out the framework through
which the system operates, including its most important
ƼKYVIW 4VSQYPKEXIH MR  XLI 'SRWXMXYXMSR LEW FIIR
revised on multiple occasions including the amendments
SJ  [LMGL QSZIH XLI QENSV I\IGYXMZI TS[IVW
from the presidency’s hands into those of the Council of
Ministers, greatly reducing the former’s role. However, the
president still holds a number of responsibilities and
powers,
all
mentioned
in
the
Constitution.
Indeed, in the fourth chapter of its Second Part, the ConstiXYXMSR ƼVWX KMZIW XLI 4VIWMHIRX XLI VSPI SJ  'SQQERH
er-in-chief of the Armed Forces (both the Lebanese
Internal Security Forces and the Lebanese Army). This
alone equips the President with the power to overrule
decisions made by both the Minister of Interior and Municipalities (in charge of the Internal Security Forces) and the
Commander of the Lebanese Armed Forces.
%W XLI IZIRXW SJ 3GXSFIV   ERH SR[EVHW  LEZI
demonstrated, the entity which commands the armed
JSVGIW LEW WMKRMƼGERX TS[IV ERH VITIVGYWWMSRW SZIV
citizens, their rights and their physical well-being.

Moreover, the president has formal duties such as negotiating
and signing international treaties, attending ministerial
meetings whenever he wishes to and also possesses many
responsibilities which fall under the theme of ‘consultation’.
He can introduce urgent matters to the Council of Ministers,
like the alarming presence of explosives in the heart of the
capital for instance, or ask the latter to reconsider a bill
passed by parliament. Additionally, he can summon the parliament to hold an extraordinary session if needed be, like in the
case of an economic free-fall (Christ forbid), he can propose
new legislations and even address the Chamber of Deputies if
he wishes to. Of course, the effectiveness of these technically
depend on the president’s eagerness to get things done and
his
concern
for
national
security.

In deep analysis, the Lebanese system of governance is highly centralized around the Chamber of Deputies (parliament),
which has the power to pass laws, approve budgets, vote for the President, consult the latter in appointing the Prime Minister
and elect half of the Supreme Council members. However, the President has the complete constitutional right to dissolve the
parliament through the Council of Ministers (article 55). Alas, this truth is not as much of a breakthrough as we’d hope, for
dissolving the Chamber can occur under one of these conditions: if parliament fails to meet on one occasion (the constitution
MQTSWIWX[SERRYEPQIIXMRKW MJMXEMQWXSTEVEP]^IXLI'SYRGMPSJ1MRMWXIVW RSXETTVSZMRKFYHKIXW SVMJEQENSVMX]SJ14W
insist on revising the Constitution after the ministers refuse the proposed bill. Interestingly, overwhelming corruption does not
allow the executive branch to kick MPs out of their precious seats, although the corrupt executives wouldn’t have done it
ER][E]-RXLMWPMKLXMXMWMQTSVXERXXSQIRXMSRXLEXFIJSVIXLIEQIRHQIRXWSJXLITVIWMHIRXLEHXLIEFMPMX]XSHMWWSPZI
parliament with the approval of the ministers without the presence of complicated conditions. Those amendments occurred
after the Taïf Accords were issued to end the civil war, only to usher in decades of concealed corruption and disaster; that year
was
truly
one
for
the
books.

For executive decision making, the president can rarely act alone. Indeed, he can only sign two types of decrees alone: the
appointment of Prime Minister (the president has to take into account parliamentary consultations regarding that decision)
and the resignation of the Council of Ministers. All other decrees have to be co-signed by the Prime Minister and/or concerned
Ministers or are previously approved by parliament. For instance, the president has the duty to pass the laws approved by
parliament
and
demand
their
publication.

So is the president right when he claims he doesn’t have the
powers to act? As we’ve explored, he cannot make
decisions unilaterally, which in theory is normal to prevent
EFYWISJTS[IV,S[IZIVLIGERQEOIEWMKRMƼGERXMQTEGX
like ask the Council of Ministers to revoke a law passed by
parliament (a demand which cannot be refused), has a say
in foreign policy through international treaties and is
allowed to suggest important issues to the Ministers; that is
if the president wishes to make a difference.

6IKEVHMRK XLI RSR JYPƼPPQIRX SJ TVIWMHIRXMEP HYXMIW XLI
constitution makes it clear that the president shall not be held
accountable unless he commits high treason or violates the
constitution. Without making serious accusations, both of
these conditions currently don’t seem as unrealistic or
off-base as they should be, and that is no secret. Indeed, the
constitution clearly protects the basic rights of citizens, such
as the freedoms of expression and assembly, but if these
righteous assemblies are rudely interrupted by armed forces
who shoot live bullets at protestors, knowing the President is
their Commander in Chief, one can make certain conclusions.

Regardless, if the president thinks he can avoid responsibility by not doing anything while our taxes provide him with
paychecks, he must forget he cannot be elected for two consecutive terms as per the constitution, he forgets his presidency
EPSRI MW E FVIEGL SJ XLI GSRWXMXYXMSRƅW XL EVXMGPI [LMGL TVIZIRXW ER] TVIZMSYW EVQ] GSQQERHIV SJ FIMRK IPMKMFPI JSV XLI
presidency (a repetitive breach is still a breach), he forgets what the people won’t. Michel Aoun is an incapable public servant
for one reason only: he knows what is happening, he is aware of the hell we live in (in his words), wakes up every morning and
chooses to do nothing. It is not a condition imposed by his role, it’s his deliberate conscious decision to watch us crumble and
WXE]TYXERHXLEXHSIWRSXPSSOPMOIEKSSHJEXLIVƼKYVIXSER]SRI%WXLITSTYPEV0IFERIWIWE]MRKKSIWƈPIXMXFIVIQIQFIVIH
but
never
repeated”.

